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2 • UPFRONT

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

Welcome to
Airburst
Welcome to the first issue of
our new quarterly magazine
– Airburst. I hope you like it.
The aim is to bring you a
combination of news and
interviews on important
topics and our people’s
achievements in an easy-toread format. In fact, everything
you need to know about
what has happened in
Munitions over the last quarter,
and a flavour for what to look
out for in the future. Your
feedback would be most
appreciated, particularly for
suggested interviewees or
projects you would like more
information on. Please contact:
Andy Mann, Editor
email: andy.mann3@
baesystems.com
tel: +44 (0)754 062 9552
Carina Woodey
email: carina.woodey@
baesystems.com
tel: +44 (0)754 063 0292

Disclaimer
The publishers, authors and printers cannot accept
liability for any errors or omissions. Munitions is
produced by Munitions Communications.
Editor: Andy Mann, Head of Communications,
Munitions. Please send any comments and feedback
to andy.mann3@baesystems.com
Articles or opinions expressed in this publication may
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in any form without the written permission of the
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to andy.mann3@baesystems.com
Designed and produced by Connect Communications
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Munitions primed for
new opportunities
BELOW: MUNITIONS
MANAGING DIRECTOR
IAN ANDERTON

Joining Programmes & Support is a
tremendous opportunity for us to share
best practices and to benefit from the
collective size of the UK business.
Their help and support will be
particularly useful in
developing our successful
MASS partnership with
the UK MOD, through
service optimisation
and helping us to
enhance our network of
export customers.
We should also
remember that many of the
P&S businesses are
partners, who already
use our munitions
in their products

and services such as naval shells,
ammunition for land vehicles, aircraft and
third-party supply.
The second quarter of 2013 also saw
Munitions achieving two BAE Systems,
Inc. Product Safety & Environmental
Working Group awards; a silver
Commercial award and six ROSPA
awards. Well done to all the
individuals concerned.
Finally, it was great that everyone has
again pulled out all the stops for
Chairman’s Awards submissions, with
105 Munitions entries. Well done and
congratulations to everyone who won a
bronze award. Please go to pages 08-11
to see the winners’ details.
Ian Anderton

Nigel Whitehead
recognises our pride
and enthusiasm
On 1 July, Munitions joined
Programmes & Support from Land &
Armaments. As part of his “getting to
know us” process, Nigel Whitehead,
Group MD, Programmes & Support,
has been visiting Glascoed and
Radway Green to see the scale
and capabilities of the sites, and to
meet employees.
Nigel observed: “Pride and
enthusiasm are the hallmark at
Munitions. I knew we had made
a considerable investment in our
capabilities across the business,
but I had not, until these visits,
realised the scale and ambition of the
transformation.
“I have experience in businesses
where we produce, for example, a
submarine every two years, a ship
every year, an aircraft every week,
and think that a drum beat of once a

ABOVE: LAURA WEBB
AND DAVE FRIER
EXPLAINING TO NIGEL
(CENTRE) THE NEW
FACILITY’S PRODUCTION
PROCESS AT RADWAY
GREEN

day is really rapid. The Small Arms
Ammunitions team at Radway Green
is producing 250 munitions every
minute – more than four per second.
“As with all the work we do, the
pride and enthusiasm communicated
by the people I spoke to was the
hallmark.
“There has not been a major
injury at a Munitions site for nearly
two years. This is remarkable and I
think our other UK businesses will be
interested to understand how this has
been achieved.”
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“Our aspiration is to move beyond simply the supply of
munitions products – we have to provide the services,
solutions and added value that differentiates us from our
competitors.” – Paul Fitch, p06

Commons spotlight for
role of wartime workers
Recognition campaign
The campaign to highlight the role of
UK munitions workers during the two
World Wars was given a boost recently
at a high-profile event in the historic
State Rooms at the House of Commons.
The Speaker of the House,
John Bercow, was joined by Dr
Andrew Murrison, Parliamentary
Under Secretary of State for
International Security, and the Rt
Hon Michael Fallon, Minister of
State for Business and Enterprise,
who spoke passionately about the
need to recognise the vital but often

ABOVE: MEMBERS
OF THE ALL-PARTY
PARLIAMENTARY GROUP
FOR THE RECOGNITION
OF MUNITIONS WORKERS
AT WASHINGTON

overlooked wartime role of munitions
workers.
The event was organised by the
All-Party Parliamentary Group for the
Recognition of Munitions Workers,

RIGHT: HOW IT WAS –
WORKERS AT BIRTLEY
SUPPORTING THE WAR
EFFORT DURING THE
SECOND WORLD WAR

BAE Systems global team bid
down-selected in Australia
Australia has down-selected
BAE Systems for further
consideration as a successor to
the Strategic Agreement for
Munitions Supply.
This agreement, under the
banner of Domestic Munitions

Manufacturing Arrangements
(DMMA), will include management
of the two indigenous ammunitionmanufacturing facilities in
Australia – Benalla in Victoria and
Mulwala in New South Wales.
The BAE Systems team brings

and many MPs on the group attended
with former munitions workers and
representatives from interested parties,
including BAE Systems.
BAE Systems is actively involved
in the campaign and the company was
thanked for its support, particularly
for funding a research project with the
Imperial War Museum.
The House of Commons event was
also the launch of a campaign to raise
public funding and support for a lasting
memorial to munitions workers at the
UK’s National Memorial Arboretum in
Staffordshire, which ideally would be
linked to the centenary in 2014 of the
start of the First World War.
Four members of the parliamentary
group – the APPG secretary Rob Flello,
shadow defence minister Russell
Brown, Phil Wilson and Lloyd Brown,
from Mr Flello’s office – followed up
the event with a visit to Munitions
Washington facility in May. Their
purpose was to reflect on Munitions’
industry heritage in the north east
of England and to allow Munitions
to showcase this modern site and its
important future in providing shell
cases for customers.
“The visit included an overview
of Washington, a site tour and a
presentation on the history of the
nearby Birtley facility, which has just
been recently closed, having been
opened in 1916,” said Scott Dodsworth,
Director Parliamentary Relations,
BAE Systems. “All the visitors were very
complimentary and it was great to see
their tweet @APPGMunitions stating
what a fantastic visit they had just had.
Thanks to everyone involved, especially
Simon Miller and Brian Armstrong, for
making this visit such a success.”

together Munitions from the UK,
Ordnance Systems, Inc. in the US
and BAE Systems Australia, as
well as Expal from Spain, in
bidding for DMMA.
The winning contractor will
take control of the facilities
at Benalla and Mulwala in
June 2015.
Paul Fitch, Munitions Business
Development Director, said: “This

is an excellent example of how
colleagues from our Munitions
businesses in three countries can
work together to demonstrate our
partnering approach and worldclass capabilities in order to
submit a competitive bid.
“It was tremendous to
get the news in July that we were
one of only three teams to be
down-selected.”

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Briefs
01 Export contract
Storm Shadow success
Munitions was awarded another
significant export contract recently
when it received an Authority To
Proceed from MBDA for Storm
Shadow TSP3, which includes
hardware manufacture at
Washington and fill, assembly and
packing activities in Glascoed.
“This is a key strategic contract
and includes potential options for
additional quantities should they be
required,” said Pete Rowland,
Munitions Commercial Director.
“Securing this important contract
will enable us to continue to build
on the excellent working
relationship we enjoy with MBDA
and represents the next step in an
anticipated programme of work.”
02 Mine clearance system
Python contract award
In July, Munitions received a new
contract award for the design,
development and qualification of
the Python Charge Hose.
Python is an updated version
of the Giant Viper mine
clearance system.
The production phase is
expected to begin this year, which
will bring the Python capability into
the MASS contract as a type A
munition. It is envisaged that the
units will be delivered at a rate of
six per year, starting in 2016.
03 MASS schedule
Volume figures ‘smoothed’
Over the past few months, a
great deal of work has been
undertaken to jointly consider and
“smooth” the munitions volume
requirements, which were specified
by the UK MOD within the MASS
Schedule 8.
An amended version containing
the agreed “smoothed” volume
figures as an additional option was
produced in late June.
Munitions will now use this
information to engage with its
supply chain and to develop a
pricing proposal for submission to
the MOD.

BAE Systems Airburst

Development of new
products on track
Live firings success for new XL59 mortar
Our Insensitive Munitions (IM)
programme achieved a key milestone,
with the first live firing of the new
XL59 81mm HEIM mortar.
Mortars were fired at QinetiQ’s
Eskmeals range in Cumbria over
the full temperature range (-46˚C to
+71˚C) and at various charge levels.
All rounds fired completed the full

ABOVE: THE SUCCESS
OF THE 81MM HEIM
MORTAR FIRINGS BUILD
CONFIDENCE FOR
FUTURE QUALIFICATION
TRIALS
BELOW: THE ORIGINAL
81MM FACILITY AT
GLASCOED WHICH WAS
COMMISSIONED 50
YEARS AGO

expected trajectory, with no structural
or energetic failures observed.
The successful firing of the XL59
mortars marks a significant event
within the programme and builds
confidence for the future product
qualification trials due to start later
this year.
“The trial is a major step on the
path to demonstrating the safety and
suitability of the mortar munitions
design and allows the team to progress
the remaining risk reduction live firing
trials before starting qualification
towards the end of the year,” said
Katherine Lawrence, Munitions Senior
Project Engineer Mortars IM.
“The trial was only possible due to
a significant effort from the multifunctional team over the past month.”
The timing of the success is very
appropriate as July marked the 50th
anniversary of the original installation
of the 81mm mortar facility at Glascoed.
It was completed in July 1963 and
commissioned in October 1963.
By April 1964, it had produced
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CTAI agrees
future deliveries
schedule with
key customers
The Chief of The General Staff of the
British Army, General Sir Peter Wall,
and the Chief of General Staff of the
French Army, General Bertrand
Ract-Madoux, visited the
BAE Systems/Nexter Systems joint
venture, CTAI, in Bourges, France.
The purpose of the visit was to
give the CTAI team the opportunity to
outline progress on the Franco-British
40mm Cased Telescoped Cannon and
Ammunition programme and to
re-affirm its strategic importance to
the UK and French armies.
“Following key discussions, a
re-baselined schedule for future CT40
ammunition deliveries was recently
agreed in support of the FRES SV and
Warrior CSP armoured vehicle
demonstration programmes,” said
Pete Rowland, Munitions
Commercial Director.
“The revised programmes provide
a solid platform from which we can
build as we move into delivering more
significant volumes of ammunition for

15,000 mortars, a great achievement.
And the mortar story continues
to evolve and improve, as a new
manufacturing process is being
installed at Glascoed to fill 3,200
mortars by November
for qualification.
“The firing trial and the
introduction of a new mortar
production facility in the
anniversary year clearly
demonstrates that we are
continuing to build on our
long-standing experience and
involvement with this key
capability,” said Simon Jackson,
Munitions Head of Development
Programmes and Technology.
155mm Carrier programme
achieves another milestone
The 155mm Common Carrier
Shell team recently achieved
another significant milestone,
with the completion of the
155mm shell body design.
Validation of the shell design

ABOVE: JMSB MEMBERS
AT GLASCOED
RIGHT: GENERAL SIR
PETER WALL

this revolutionary gun system for both
the UK and French armed forces.”
In May, Major General Carew Wilks
(UK MOD) and Ingénieur Général de

was achieved by a “strength of design”
firing trial during late 2012.
At the recent joint review, the UK
MOD confirmed that the hardware
element of the Carrier programme
has now been successfully completed
and that it will be manufactured at
Munitions Washington facility.
Work is now proceeding on the
L27 (Illum) payload (pictured left)
and L28 (Smoke) following the
successful parachute deployment
sequencing trials at Warton in
June. Paul Rogers, Munitions
Engineering Director, said:
“Congratulations to everyone
involved. This programme is one
of Munitions’ main development
projects as the modular shell
design will be the common
denominator for all future 155mm
Carrier payloads.”
Increasing 120mm tank
ammunition capabilities
Live Crew Clearance 120mm
tank ammunition trials have

l’Armement Dominique Luzeaux (French
DGA) joined other members of the
CT40 JMSB (Joint Management
Steering Board) for their latest quarterly
meeting at Glascoed.
This was the first time that a JMSB
meeting had been held at a Munitions
facility and included representatives
from UK MOD, French DGA, Nexter, CTAI
and Munitions.
In July, confirmation was received
from CTAI for provision of further CT40
ammunition, known as the Stage 7
contract, throughout 2014 and 2015.

been successfully conducted at
Lulworth Range in conjunction with
the UK MOD’s Armoured Trials and
Development Unit.
The trial represents the culmination
of a series of assessments and
trials performed to provide a
body of evidence to the MOD that
the ammunition system under
development (L23A1 120mm Tank
Shot with L18A1 Charge) is safe
and suitable for service. The MOD
and Munitions are now working on
the formal clearance and sign-off,
scheduled for the summer.
“The L23A1 Shot/L18A1 Charge
combination is a low-cost alternative
since it uses current shot and charge
from two different in-service
ammunition systems,” said Kelvyn
Grimes, Munitions Business
Development Manager.
“It provides an affordable solution
and should lead to further new
business opportunities, following
the successful completion of the
qualification trials.”
www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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OUR STRATEGY
FOR GROWTH
GATHERS PACE
T

he MASS (Munitions Acquisition
– the Supply Solution)
contract with the MOD and
the subsequent Transformation
programme has not only given
BAE Systems Munitions the confidence
to go for growth, it has also helped
create the capacity and capability to do
so,” observes Paul Fitch,
Munitions Strategy and Business
Development Director.
MASS is a 15-year partnered
supply agreement, signed in 2008,
and provides a significant proportion
of the UK Armed Forces’ General
Munitions. This represents a high
percentage of Munitions business,
which is currently £300m annual
sales from 1,250 employees and
six locations, three of which are
manufacturing sites.
Business strategy
However, our future strategy,
according to Paul, is to make major
changes: “On signing the MASS
contract, we reviewed and updated our
business strategy, bringing it in line
with our strategic objectives. At that
point, we were highly dependent on
the MOD.
“We have now set ourselves the
goal that, by 2018, the MASS contract
in its original form will represent only
half our business turnover. This is a
very ambitious goal, but we feel it is
important to galvanise us into focusing
all our efforts.”
This aspiration, which combines
with the need to deliver the MASS
contract and achieve set levels of
profitability, means about £150m of
non-MASS work has to be secured
annually. In order to achieve this, five
growth themes have been developed:
BAE Systems Airburst

RIGHT: PAUL FITCH

Exports of current products,
which had been reined back during
the period leading up to the MASS
contract, but are now being pursued
aggressively subject to UK export
licensing and responsible trading
requirements. This is based on
identifying customers who have
weapons systems that can fire
Munitions products.
Offering new products, such
as Insensitive Munitions; 155mm
Common Carrier Shell and the
European Corrective Fuze.

“WE CAN’T JUST RELY ON
PRODUCT SALES TO GROW
THE BUSINESS. WE HAVE TO
PROVIDE THE SERVICES,
SOLUTIONS AND ADDED VALUE
THAT DIFFERENTIATE US
FROM OUR COMPETITORS”

Manufacture of other
suppliers’ products to take
advantage of our increased production
capacity, cost reductions and
improved efficiency.
Extending the factoring model
established for a Middle East customer
and rolling it out to other markets.
This involves using our established
supply chain to procure items and
then providing the design authority,
logistics and engineering support to
deliver a package of training weapons.
This will build on the existing
relationship with the military aircraft
business and developing a support
service on the back of sales campaigns,
such as for the Typhoon or Hawk.
Providing Military and
Technical Services, including
extending responsibility beyond the
factory gates right through to end-oflife disposal and includes the
provision of design and consultancy
services. As part of developing our
engineering capabilities, our Bishopton
Environmental Testing Facility and the
Ridsdale Range are available to both
military and commercial customers.
Total Solution
In effect, there’s been a realisation
that BAE Systems Munitions needs to
extend its activities.
“Our aspiration is to move beyond
simply the supply of munitions
products into providing a range of
services,” comments Paul. “We can’t
just rely on product sales to grow
the business. We have to provide
the services, solutions and added
value that differentiate us from
our competitors.
“This will require a cultural shift
away from focusing on design and
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manufacture to also concentrating on
cost. We must be able to manufacture
the right products at an affordable
price and in a safe manner.
“The shift started with a
£206m investment programme,
transforming our three manufacturing
facilities into world-class centres
of excellence. As a result, Munitions
now has the flexibility, worker
skill sets and capacity to take on
work it probably couldn’t have
handled previously.
“Allied to this, there has been
a reorganisation of the Business
Development team, away from product
specialists to a structure focused
on customers so that we can better
respond to our customers’ needs and
support our growth ambitions.”

in order to bring contracts in
on time and within budget.
These strategic projects include
Route 18 and Challenge 20 cost
reduction programmes that involve
working with the supply chain to drive
down costs; E-enterprise for improved

ABOVE: STUART EVANS
EXPLAINS TO 2PARA
HOW A ROUND IS MADE
BELOW: HR COUNCIL
MEMBERS WATCH 81MM
MORTARS BEING FILLED

systems support; Munitions Excellence
Programme (MXP), our continuous
improvement programme, and a
Quality campaign to reduce scrap.
Added to that are various product
and services-focused initiatives
such as CTA (Cased Telescoped
Ammunition) to deliver munitions
and cannon system qualification in
conjunction with Nexter; Insensitive
Munitions and the next phase
of MASS, our Munitions Pricing and
Service Optimisation (MPSO) proposals.
The principal aim of MPSO is to
extend the scope and duration of the
MASS contract, which is currently
being repriced to 2018.
Furthermore, non-MASS growth
is being pursued by turning export
prospects into contracts and growing
the volume of sales targets. A recent
NATO small arms ammunition contact
is a good example of this.
Munitions will continue to promote
new products and services through
marketing campaigns and exhibitions,
with the next major one being DSEI in
London in September.
“DSEI is the world’s largest fully
integrated defence and security
exhibition, held biannually in the UK,”
says Paul.
“We will be well represented and
we’ll be using it as an opportunity to
meet with customers and potential
partners. Our success at this and
subsequent exhibitions will be key
to enhancing and delivering our
growth strategy.”

Transformation is key
As Paul confirms, “we aim to create a
competitive cost base that drives our
growth strategy. Munitions vision is to
be the premier partner for munitions
solutions and the whole process of
improving performance, capacity
and competitiveness to achieve the
required level of growth by 2018 has
been driving us towards that.”
Our growth strategy is underpinned
by a number of key strategic projects
that aim to improve performance
www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Our bronze Chairman’s
Award winners
M

unitions once again
pulled out all the stops in
recognising the outstanding
work employees have been doing over
the last year.
Nominations for the 2013
BAE Systems Chairman’s Awards
highlighted just how innovative,
customer-focused, business-values
orientated and sharing our
employees are.
More than 600 employees were
involved in 105 nominations across the
four categories.
Paul Rogers, Chairman’s Awards
Champion for Munitions, said: “The
quality of the nominations this year
was very high, which made our
decisions difficult – but enjoyable. I
would like to congratulate everyone
involved for making the Chairman’s
Awards such a success this year.”
After the judging process, 35
nominations picked up Bronze awards,
with seven of them going forward to
the Silver panel.

Facts in the figures
More than 600 employees involved in 105 nominations
Categories: Enhancing Customer Practice 13 nominations;
Innovation 39; Supporting Our Total Performance Culture
30; Transferring Best Practice 23
Sites: Glascoed 53 nominations; Washington 27; Radway
Green 18; Bishopton 4; CTAI 2; Ridsdale Range 1
Judging panels: 11; judges: 26
Bronze awards: 35
Silver nominees: 7

Ferguson, Steve Spalding and Dave Urwin
•The Talk Safe programme introduced four
years ago has been the major driving force
in significantly reducing the number of
accidents and incidents in the Munitions
business and in the development of a
world-class safety, health and
environmental (SHE) culture. The major
SHE performance improvements driven by
the Talk Safe programme is shown by
comparing the SHE performance in 2009
against that in 2012: major accidents
down 100 per cent; lost-time accidents
down 80 per cent; injuries to contractors
down 42 per cent; days lost due to

Silver nominees
INNOVATION
THE CUTTING EDGE OF COST SAVINGS
Nominator: David Brearley
Team members: Laura Regan, Paul
Gidman, John Chappell and Tony Craig
•Tungsten carbide cutting tools used in the
manufacturing process of small arms
ammunition have traditionally been
re-ground in the tool room, which is a
lengthy process. A new process has been
introduced where the waste material is
removed by spark erosion and the tools
are then finish-ground. This has cut down
the re-grind time from two hours to 10
minutes per tool, enabling demand to be
met without having to buy excessive tooling.
DELIVERING EXEMPLAR SAFETY
PERFORMANCE
Nominator: Paul Johnson
Team members: Ian Smith, David Frier,
Simon Miller, Ken Inrig, Mark Adams, Huw
Samuel, Neil Morgan, Frank Penketh, Lee
BAE Systems Airburst

Seawolf

lo res

RIGHT: TALK SAFE
IN ACTION

accidents down 91 per cent; and
occupational illnesses down 100 per cent.
ENHANCING CUSTOMER
PERFORMANCE
SEA WOLF BUC
Nominator: Richard Arthur
Team members: Karen Williams, Martin
Carey, Luke Hoddinott and Richard Gingell
•MBDA received an urgent request from
the UK MOD to carry out work that would
enable the Seawolf missile break-up
charge – used to explosively terminate the
flight of the telemetry round – to be
certified as safe and suitable for extended
service use. MBDA placed the contract
with Munitions and the Glascoed team
worked hard to perform all the necessary
tasks, including a suite of safety
paperwork for various activities that were
new to the business. It required the team
to be innovative with tooling design and
the facilities used.
FLOATING TRACER ENVELOPE
Nominator: Stephen Clulow
Team member: John Legge
•The failure to meet the required proof
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Other Bronze
winners
INNOVATION
HEATER CHANGE IN 8E13 COMPLEX
Nominator: Stephen Owen
Team members: Owain Morgan and Huw
Payne
•The installation of these new water
heaters has reduced energy costs and
improved productivity at Glascoed. The
reject rate of shells has decreased due
to the more accurate temperature
control.
BOWL CHANGE IN 8E13
Nominator: Stephen Owen
Team members: Huw Payne, Dave
Watkins and Sean Adams
•Glascoed’s 500kg stainless steel
mixing bowl used to process TNT had a
small fracture that allowed water to enter
the mix. The major task of fitting a new
bowl was carried out in house and has
decreased reject rates from 15 per cent
to about 1 per cent.
accuracy for 5.56mm tracer bullets has
been an issue. The tracer envelope wall
variation was a contributing factor when it
was drawn and formed on the Manurhin
press. Wall variation could increase
beyond the maximum tolerance due to a
mismatch of dies. The introduction of a
“floating draw die” improved the variation
during the production. The effect was a
stepped increase in the proof accuracy
results.
TRANSFERRING BEST PRACTICE
DECOMMISSIONING BIRTLEY SITE
Nominator: Simon Kay
Team members: Charlie Brinton, Tracey
Burlinson-Campbell, Shaun Nichols, Paul
Woodhouse and Shaffick Jhauree
•The Birtley site was built in 1916 and
closed at the end of 2012. In preparation
for the handover of the site to Real Estate
Solutions, a small decommissioning team
worked over a number of months to clear
the site. The team conducted the safe
removal and responsible disposal of all
building contents over a 27-acre site to
exemplar safety standards, with zero
injuries and generated cost savings and
revenue in excess of project targets.
SUPPORTING OUR TOTAL
PERFORMANCE CULTURE
FORGE AUTO TOOL CHANGE
Nominator: Terry Cummings
Team member: Chris Dawson

ABOVE: BIRTLEY
SITE BEFORE
DECOMMISSIONING

•The internal tools required for the forge
process have been designed for safe
removal and replacement. This was
achieved by using a powered hydraulic
articulating arm that was driven manually.
This took up to two hours and required
the operator to be up close to ensure
alignment. After examining the user
manuals, it was realised that the arm
could be programmed and the team set
about writing simple programs. The result
is a semi-automatic system where the
operator now selects load or unload and
the arm runs through a number of pre-set
functions with no other input from the
operator. This has reduced the tool
change time to 50 minutes, eliminated
the skill required to line up the tools and
removed the operator from the potential
danger area.
FORGE VIBRATION REDUCTION/
MANAGEMENT
Nominator: Simon Miller
Team members: Simon Kay, Phil Djali,
Dave Urwin, Lyn Davies, Lee Ferguson and
Heather Logan
•Once production volumes started to
increase at Birtley/Washington, vibration
from the forge became an issue. “Team
Twanger” worked to understand the
problem, implement reductions and
worked with the local council and
residents. The team reduced the levels by
more than 50 per cent over a period of
months, while maintaining good
relationships with the local community.

40MM TPT LUBRICATION TRAY
Nominator: Dave Urwin
Team members: Stewart Geary, Don
Mackenzie, Michael Connelly, Chris Rolls
and Brian Hewitson
•A bespoke automatic lubricant tray has
helped to improve the assembly of
30mm Rarden target practice tracer
rounds. The equipment ensures that the
final operation is done without any
jamming of the parts in the die, which
had been an on-going problem.
END CAP INVENTIVENESS
Nominator: Jane Hynam
Team members: Gareth Rickard and
John Preece
•Plastic caps from incoming empty shell
bodies from Washington were thrown
away and burnt at Glascoed. A
suggestion from the Group 9 team led to
an environmentally friendly new process,
with the plastic caps being returned to
Washington with the empty shell
stillages.
SHELL HANDLING CONVEYOR SYSTEM
Nominator: Alan Tennent
Team members: Ken Inrig and
Jamie Martin
•This system was designed to reduce
manual handling and increase efficiency
in the radiography facility at Bishopton.
Now up to 60 shells at a time, rather
than one or two, can be radiographed
sequentially and they do not have to be
moved between shots. This has resulted

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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NOVEL MODELLING
TECHNIQUES FOR PBX
Nominator: Matthew Honess
Team members: Gavin Crimmings, Dave
Simmons, Ron Hollands, Alex McGhee,
Malcolm Cook, William HuntingtonThresher and Dave Fairhall
•A novel approach to understanding PBX
performance in high dynamic loading
situations has enabled Munitions to
deliver a robust and complete solution
for 105mm XL53 IM shell.

in big cost savings and the safety and
wellbeing of the employees have been
greatly improved
ESERP
Nomination: Mat Pryce
Team members: Andrew Carr, Dave
Holley, Lawrence McLaren, Ian Hamilton
and Andy Carrett
•Customer and legislative requirements
around product/process safety and
environmental sustainability are changing
rapidly. Previous methods of assurance
were not robust enough, so Munitions
has implemented a series of Engineering
Safety and Environmental Review
Panels (ESERPs).

FREE VAC
Nominator: Carl Bailey
Team members: Fran Becker, Dave
Canterill and Alan Griffiths
•This team developed a simple, safe
method of cleaning down case-turning
machines using a portable hose
attachment that utilizes the existing
swarf extraction system. Technicians no
longer have to clean the machines using
a vacuum cleaner, connected via a
trailing electrical cable.

ERGONOMIC IMPROVEMENTS
IN CHARGE TYING
Nominator: Sven Griffiths
Team members: Richard Rees-Pedlar,
Charles Marshall, Ben Gurner,
Michelle Cook, Rachel Williams and
Paul Wakefield
•The introduction of automated charge
tying machines at Glascoed has
resulted in the removal of 90 per cent
of the manual tying of production
charges, bringing a 40 per cent
improvement in efficiency.
L50 DEMILITARISATION
Nominator: Jervis Fleming
Team members: Liz Beat, Marc Rowell,
Charlie Brinton, John Leask, Ben
Gawthorpe, Dean Barker, Rob Hardie,
Stewart Graham, Derek Bolton and
Alan Hutchinson
•In the move from Birtley to Washington,
all unwanted materials were to be
scrapped but large L50 shells posed a
problem. The team came up with an
innovative, safe process to dispose of
these shells and claim back £27,000
of cost.

ENHANCING CUSTOMER
PERFORMANCE
L23 SHOT FIRED WITH L18
CHARGE FOR OMAN
Nominator: John Thornley
Team: Nick Gilling, Kenny Sorley, Kelvyn
Grimes, Charles Marshall, Amy Marsland,
Andy Newell and Matthew Smith
•The team provided a timely, costeffective solution to Royal Army of
Oman’s requirement for a replacement
round of ammunition for its Challenger 2
main battle tanks.

BELOW: OBSERVING THE
L23 SHOT TRIALS

JSOW ALCHROMATE LINE
Nominator: Simon Kay
Team members: Ian Wilkinson, Andy
Dacres, Bill Harland and Ian Hardy
•During transformation and the move
from Birtley to Washington, the team
sourced, purchased, installed and
commissioned a new alchromate
process at Washington, in just six
months.
CTAI RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Nominator: Ritchie Linford
Team members: Remi Thompson and
Nigel MacVean
•With CTAI being a joint venture,
processes and toolsets had to be
developed to meet the needs of multiple
customers and stakeholders. This team
took a commercial-off-the-shelf toolset,
tailored it to work with the French IT
system, customised the install to suit
the processes developed at CTAI, and
maintained the link into the UK MOD
risk management tools.
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TRANSFERRING BEST PRACTICE
EXPLOSIVES DISPOSAL
WORKING GROUP
Nominator: Mat Pryce
Team members: Andy Carr, Jeff Vaughan
and Selena Burn
•This group was set up following a
number of incidents across UK industry
involving disposals. The group has
transferred good practice to and from
other industry bodies, which has led
directly to improvements in the UK’s
ability to safely dispose of explosives.
BRINGING PROPELLANTS
WITHIN “REACH”
Nominator: Anne Marie Wilton
Team members: Mark Penny, Charles
Marshall, Tom O’Neill and Colin Mackenzi
•A major propellant plasticiser ingredient
was put on the Registration, Evaluation,
Authorisation and restriction of Chemical
Hazards (REACH) list and will be banned
from 2015. The Insensitive Munitions
propellant team developed formulations
with alternative plasticisers and
transferred the technical knowledge to
the gun propulsion team.
RELIABILITY CENTRED
MAINTENANCE
Nominator: Ernie Attwell
Team members: Paul Finch, Lee Wyatt,
Garry Green, Chris Horn and Simon Davy
•This award was for the transfer of the
Reliability Centred Maintenance analysis
framework for review of site asset
maintenance from Submarines to
Munitions and onwards to HM Naval
Base Portsmouth and Military Air &
Information.
SUPPORTING OUR TOTAL
PERFORMANCE CULTURE
IDEA PRIORITISATION TOOL
Nominator: Huw Battenbo
Team members: Liz Hunt, Rachel
Geatches and Matthew Short
•Hundreds of ideas have been uploaded
by employees to a web-based “innovation
log”. The team developed a tool to
prioritise these ideas, so that only those
most promising would have additional
resources expended upon them.
RE-USE FORGE BILLETS
Nominator: Terry Cummings
Team members: Craig Laben, Steve
Mitchell and Michael Hall
•An electric induction heater was
delivered as part of the forge process
to heat steel billets to very high
temperatures. During normal production
it was found that a number of parts
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Mackenzie, Carl Rivett, Chris Carr, Ged
Cush, Geoff Gonzales, Mike Webb, Andy
Newell and Paul Opie
•The success of a trial to demonstrate
that UK-produced 155mm ammunition is
safe and suitable for use in the M777
gun paves the way for future joint testing
of suitable interchangeable ammunition
among Allied countries.

were rejected after the squeeze element
of the process and these were
scrapped as unfinished parts. The
team challenged this view, proposed a
rework method, trialled the idea and
is currently developing a written
rework procedure.
MXP – DELIVERING A
WORLD-CLASS CULTURE
Nominator: Les Cooper
Team members: Paul Appleby, Lee
Davies, Keith Jones and Fran Morris
•The Munitions Excellence Programme
(MXP) is being introduced across the
munitions production facilities. MXP is
the guiding process on how teamwork
will be used in Munitions to drive daily
performance and continuous
improvement in the business.
LARGE CALIBRE FIRING BUTTS
Nominator: Andrew Allen
Team members: Mark Adams, Sue
Brookbanks, Bill Townsley, Angus Murray,
Claire Seer, Matthew Crofton, Dave
Thomas, Gemma Kellett, Vic Small and
Steve Czyrko
•Two new firing butts were built at
Ridsdale Range to stop high-velocity
projectiles – one is concrete, filled with
sand, and the other is lined with heavy
duty steel plates. These firing butts are
unique within BAE Systems and other
test firing ranges and enables Ridsdale
to meet its full capability.
NOISE REDUCTION
Nominator: Lee Ferguson
Team members: Ron Barlow, Barry
Mudd, Kevin Mason and Simon Kay
•Following the transfer of production
lines and equipment to Washington,
the implementation of best practice
noise reduction and vibration control
techniques has yielded improved
working conditions for employees and
zero environmental impact on the
local community.
OPERATIONAL WELFARE
MANAGEMENT
Nominator: Paul Johnson
Team members: Huw Samuel, Jodie
Paul, Sean Jones, Karen Jones, Heather
Logan, Paul Clarke, Julian Baldock, Sven
Griffiths, Jane Hynam, David Jinks and
Ernie Attwell
•Glascoed now has a process to
effectively manage a long-standing
personnel issue where the flexibility of
the workforce did not match the work
requirements due to the number of
people who had medical restrictions.
This process has had a positive effect
on morale.

THE WONDERFUL THING
ABOUT TIGers!
Nominator: Lee Davies
Team members: Dave Brearley, Fran
Becker, Tony Craig, Mike Johnson, Paul
Meir, Hamish McNeil and Gavin
Sidebotham
•The Tooling Improvement Group (TIG)
was formed in 2012 to look at
consumable tooling used at Radway
Green for the manufacture of small arms
ammunition. The team looked at aspects
such as tool design, in-house
manufacture and re-cycling, and
managed to reduce spending by
£200,000 for the year.
MANAGING EMPLOYEE
WELLBEING
Nominator: Huw Samuel
Team members: Sean Jones, Jane
Hynam, Sven Griffiths, Julian Baldock,
Jason Reed and David Jinks
•The team put in place a robust
sickness-absence management process,
taking in best practice in the
management of employee wellbeing. This
process has contributed significantly to
achieving lower levels of sickness
absence in the direct workforce.

ABOVE: MXP TEAM
SESSION IN PROGRESS
BELOW: M777 IN ACTION

SMF CONTRACTOR SAFETY
Nominator: Frank Penketh
Team members: Ian McGuirk, Rob Evans,
Chris Horn, Joe Steatham, Andy Grant,
Martin Towers and Tim Hudson
•This recognises the long-term efforts of
a small team that has delivered the
Contractor Safety Management process
of the fit-out phase of the new facility at
Radway Green. Throughout the project,
the team strived to maintain a safe
working environment, and in 22 months
on site, there were no notifiable lost-time
accidents involving contractors.
AIR
Nominator: Omar Yousaf
Team members: Michael Johnson,
Matthew Martin, Tony Craig, Pete Dale,
Dave Johnson, Neil Stonier, John
Chappell, Alan Beswick, Mark
Stonehouse, Mark Rowson, Bob Kelly
and Bill Townsley
•Radway Green suffered two ammunition
lot failures because air tightness
requirements were not met and production
was stopped. A team from Manufacturing,
Quality and Engineering was set up. The
problem was understood and identified
through computer modelling techniques,
and solutions designed and manufactured
with control measures to ensure reliability
of the process. Since then, there have
been no air tightness failures.

QUALIFICATION OF
M193 AMMUNITION
Nominator: Ian Clay
Team members: Lawrence McLaren,
George Schofield, John Poole, John
Holdcroft, John Legge, John Maguire,
Michael Johnson, Alan Beswick, Martin
Ball, Andy Ryan and Dennis Massingham
•This award recognised the effort, drive
and commitment demonstrated by the
Radway Green team to develop a new
small calibre munition, qualified to the
rigorous standards demanded by the
French Direction Générale de
l’Armement (DGA).
ALLIED 155MM
INTEROPERABILITY
Nominator: Amy Marsland
Team members: Charles Marshall, Colin
www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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It’s a family affair at work
As part of the annual “Take
Our Sons and Daughters
to Work Day”, seven
youngsters at four sites
got to go behind the scenes
at Munitions.
The event, a global
initiative which this
year celebrated its 2oth
anniversary, is designed
to help young people
experience the world of
work and give them a taste
of professional life.
At each site, students
were given a site tour and
shadowed their parents
as they went about their
day’s work.

TOUGH MUDDER
HUW AFTER
THE EVENT AT
BOUGHTON
HOUSE ESTATE,
KETTERING

Huw helps heroes
Huw Carden, Project Manager,
Glascoed, recently completed the
“Tough Mudder” event in aid of Help
for Heroes. Huw said: “I’m an
ex-RAF Halton apprentice. At our
annual reunion, the idea of doing a
team charitable event came up and
five of us, all over 50, decided to
give it a go. The Tough Mudder
challenge consisted of 22 obstacles
over 12 miles and involved plenty of
mud, going under water several
times, ice baths and high walls. It
was a great day and the team raised
over £3,200.”

BAE Systems Airburst

Matt Dawson
serves a treat
Matt Dawson MBE, the former British
and Irish Lion, rugby World Cup winner
and Celebrity Masterchef, visited
Glascoed, in his role as Sodexo’s
ambassador for health and wellbeing.
Matt took time to serve employees,
discuss his healthy eating ideas and tour
the Wellbeing facility.
Also, in true Question of Sport style,
he hosted an question and answer
session for employees on healthy eating
as well as signing raffle prizes.
Matt said: “I’ve really enjoyed myself
and found it fascinating to visit such an
unusual facility. I will certainly go away
with a far better understanding of what
it takes to provide the products to
defend our troops. In providing such an
important service, it is crucial that all
employees are made aware of the
benefits of a healthy diet and
regular exercise.”

“IT IS CRUCIAL ALL
EMPLOYEES ARE
MADE AWARE OF THE
BENEFITS OF A
HEALTHY DIET AND
REGULAR EXERCISE”

For many of the
young people taking part,
primarily 14 to 16-year
olds, this was their first time
in a workplace.
The day is designed
to inform those involved
about the possibilities
of careers in science,
technology and engineering
as well as the importance of
manufacturing as a
career choice.
Pictured left are visitor
Elliot Becker (left) being
shown how to operate
one of the machines at
Radway Green by Munitions
apprentice Liam Hazeldine.

MATT DAWSON SIGNED
RUGBY BALLS FOR
RAFFLE PRIZES DURING
HIS VISIT TO GLASCOED
IN HIS ROLE AS AN
AMBASSADOR FOR
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
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Global Corporate Challenge
Nearly 200 participants in 27 teams across all
the Munitions sites were, once again, involved
with the Global Corporate Challenge.
This is a 16-week challenge, launched on

23 May, to improve their health, resilience
and performance.
“It is very important that we support
our colleagues in developing healthy
lifestyles and habits, as part of our ongoing
Wellness Works campaign,” said Ian

Anderton, Munitions Managing Director,
pictured above with some of our 2012
participants.
“I wish them well on their journey towards
a healthier lifestyle since we have certainly
seen the benefits from participating last year.”

Ammunition
is a hit with
shooters

LOCAL PUPILS
TAKING PART IN THE
“MAKE IT” EVENT
HELPED BY ONE OF
OUR APPRENTICES

Making manufacturing
an exciting career option
Budding young manufacturers from
Cheshire, Greater Manchester and
Staffordshire competed in the
BAE Systems Make it Enterprising
Challenge in April.
The event challenged 13-14-yearolds to set up their own minimanufacturing businesses and design,
cost, build and market a prototype
unmanned support vehicle to respond
to emergencies ranging from
earthquakes and floods to police
and fire department incidents.
The event is a collaboration
between The Manufacturing Institute
and BAE Systems at Radway Green. It

The annual BAE Systems
Inter Company Target
Shooting Competition, now in
its 35th year, took place in
May at the home of target
shooting, Bisley, in
Hampshire. The competition
took place over four days and
used 7.62mm ammunition
supplied specifically for the
competition by Radway Green.
Competitors commented
on the consistency and
accuracy of the ammunition,
with many high scores and
personal bests achieved.
Glascoed, now the sole
Munitions representative,

sent two teams to compete
against others from across
BAE Systems. The teams
were captained by club
chairman Paul Waldron and
vice-chairman Karl Edwards.
The Glascoed teams
finished third and fourth in
the long-range competition
– 800, 900 and 1,000 yards
– in extremely windy and
challenging conditions, and
third and fifth in the shortrange competition at 300,
500 and 600 yards. Karl
Edwards also received an
award for a high score and
personal best of 139 out of
150 at long range, with ten
shots at the centre of the
bull. A newcomer to the team
event, Martyn Bryce, also
shot consistently good scores
at all distances.

is part of a series of themed
challenges that The Manufacturing
Institute is supporting through their
“Make It” campaign, which aims to
attract the brightest and best new
talent into manufacturing by promoting
the sector as an exciting and rewarding
career option for young people.
Paul Johnson, HR Director,
Munitions, said: “As the UK’s largest
manufacturing company, it is vital that
we continue to raise awareness of the
importance of manufacturing and
the career prospects it can offer,
especially for young people starting to
consider their career choices.”
ABOVE: KARL EDWARDS (LEFT), MARTYN BRYCE (CENTRE) AND PAUL WALDRON

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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SAFETY: A
WAY OF LIFE

Creating a culture of behaviour where safety is a priority before, during and after work

S

afety is a way of life at
Munitions,” proclaims Head of
Health and Safety Ian Smith.
“That’s why we have our Start Safe,
Talk Safe, Home Safe initiative. We
want people to come to work safely
and talk about safety all the time so it’s
in the culture when they’re at work.
Through working correctly, they go
home safely, including their travel, so
it’s the whole cycle.”
It’s an approach that’s led to
BAE Systems Munitions having its
Safety, Health and Environment (SHE)
system highly rated and in 2013, it has
already received a number of awards.
The nature of our products means
Munitions is heavily regulated, with
two sites coming under Control of
Major Accident Hazards (COMAH)
regulations, and there is a big
emphasis on safety.
Ian says: “We have an excellent
safety record, but we aren’t complacent
and we continually focus on safety.
Throughout the company as a whole,
BAE Systems Airburst

Comparison of safety statistics
2009 vs 2012
•Major injuries down 100%
•Lost-time accidents down 80%
•Injuries to contractors down 42%
•Days lost down 91%
•Recordable injuries down 60%
•Occupational illnesses down 100%
•Very positive culture survey
•SMM Level 5 confirmation.
we have a global safety campaign
called ‘Think Safety First, Everyone’s
Responsibility’.
But within Munitions, we also
have a cultural behavioural safety
programme covering the three
elements of working, talking and
getting home safely.”
The ongoing five-year
transformation programme,
including the move from Birtley to
the new Washington facility and new
facilities at Radway Green, Glascoed
and Bishopton, have all presented

ABOVE: THE NATURE
OF ITS PRODUCTS AND
MANUFACTURE MEANS
THAT THE MUNITIONS
BUSINESS IS HEAVILY
REGULATED, WITH A
GREATER EMPHASIS ON
SAFETY MEASURES

opportunities to improve both
operational and health and safety
procedures even further.
For example, the move to
Washington necessitated the addition
of a “Move Safe” strand that ensured
no lost-time accidents during the
process and continued a record of two
years and more than one million hours
without such an accident. It also led
to the development of a £75m forging,
machining and treatment facility to
manufacture shell bodies, replacing
one that’s been operational since the
First World War. Similar achievements
have occurred at the other sites.
Safety at all sites is driven to a large
degree by OSHENS (Occupational
Safety, Health and Environmental
Notification System), which focuses
on near misses and aims to prevent
accidents. It’s an electronic system
that records and tracks incidents,
investigations and actions, identifies
trends and enables performance to
be improved and reported. Coming
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out of that is Talk Safe, with 25 per
cent of the workforce being Talk Safe
practitioners who engage with other
workers to discuss problems, issues,
identified hot topics and anything
raised by any participant to get the
safety message across.
The efforts put in have resulted
in Munitions’ safety and health
performance and processes being
ranked “world class” during an
assessment using CONTOUR, a
benchmarking tool developed by the
Confederation of British Industry
that reviews SHE management and
performance.
Its database compares
benchmarking data on SHE practice
and performance against many UK
and international companies, across
a wide range of business sectors that
includes Aerospace and Defence. It
also rated our environmental system
very close, falling only two percentage
points behind world-class status.
This latest assessment follows an
initial benchmarking exercise two
years ago when the business was
ranked as a world-class contender.
Recently, each site has undertaken a
self-assessment exercise against the
model and site responses were
collated into one assessment for the
Munitions business.
External facilitators validated
the results at an all-day workshop
with site SHE representatives. They
commented that they had seen
many SHE improvements since their
previous visit, commending the sites
for their effort in improving the SHE
performance.
“Congratulations to everyone
involved. This is a fantastic
achievement,” said Ian Anderton,
Munitions MD. “Being independently
verified gives us the credibility and
confidence to continue our journey as
we make progress to improve our SHE
business performance.”

String of awards underscore
benchmark performance
BELOW: IAN ANDERTON
(CENTRE) RECEIVING THE
ROSPA MANUFACTURING
SECTOR AWARDS
CERTIFICATE FROM
LORD BILL JORDAN
OF BOURNEVILLE
(RIGHT), PRESIDENT
OF ROSPA, AND ERROL
TAYLOR, DEPUTY CHIEF
EXECUTIVE, ROSPA

Key SHE Improvements Areas
•Safety Maturity Matrix with stretch goals
•Behavioural/culture change embedded
•Engagement programme developing
•TalkSafe programme re-lifed since more than 50,000
conversations held
•Safety improvement process
•First line leader development
•Detailed audits and external benchmarking
•Designing out risk in new facilities
•Increased focus on health and wellbeing areas such as
stress management.

Excellent safety performance resulted in
Munitions winning an overall RoSPA Gold
Award for Occupational Health and Safety
(Industry sector) and four sites gaining
individual awards:
Radway Green was “Commended” in
the RoSPA Manufacturing Sector Awards
in recognition of its work to improve
Health & Safety and the overall SHE
culture. It was “Highly Commended” in
the Astor Trophy for the efforts by the
Occupational Health Department and
Wellbeing Steering Group in the area of
health and wellbeing and associated
improvements in this area.
Washington, Ridsdale Range and
Bishopton received individual RoSPA
Gold Awards for Occupational Health
and Safety.
Washington also gained a Merit in
the British Safety Council’s 2013
International Safety Awards.
“Really well done to everyone on
these achievements,” said MD Ian
Anderton. “It is a deserving reward for
everyone’s hard work. Please keep the
momentum going and thank you for all
your efforts to date.”
While winning the awards is
recognition of what’s been achieved,
Head of Health and Safety Ian Smith
emphasises that efforts will continue:
“It’s all about continuous improvement
and not being complacent. That’s why we
look at other companies because any
good safety idea is worth using.
“It’s a two-way thing and we get a lot
of external visits at different sites due to

our reputation for being excellent at
safety so other companies want to
benchmark us.
“Our main safety target for 2013 is to
have zero accidents and by 2018 to have
no workplace injuries. We’ve addressed
the bigger issues and now we’re focusing
on near misses and smaller injuries,
changing people’s behaviour with regards
to them. We also have a big programme
focus on occupational hygiene and we’ve
put a lot of emphasis on biological and
workplace monitoring, looking at night
shift work and manual handling, which
all affect our employees. On the
environmental side, we’re looking to
reduce our utilities consumption, raw
material usage and our emissions.
“We’re an exemplar safety company
and constantly improve safety, health
and environmental matters. We want
to be leaders in health, safety and
environment and we want people to
come to us as the benchmark to help
set their standards similar to how we
work,” added Ian.

“WE WANT PEOPLE
TO COME TO US AS
THE BENCHMARK
TO HELP SET THEIR
STANDARDS SIMILAR
TO HOW WE WORK”

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Operators taking
care of business
Total Productive Maintenance
A new maintenance strategy designed
to enable production to run more
efficiently has been launched at
Glascoed and is being rolled out
across Munitions.
Apart from improving the site’s
overall business performance, the
approach – called Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM) – will also lead
to an upskilling of many operators as
well as giving them a greater level of
involvement.
This strategy, along with other
site initiatives has been designed to
directly fit into Glascoed’s “Model
Process”, where a fully integrated
holistic approach to becoming
world class is the aim. The change
is key to “taking the business to the
next level”.
TPM is a plant improvement
methodology that enables continuous
and rapid improvement through use of
employee involvement and employee
empowerment.
“There are five pillars to this
strategy and all five are about
optimising the relationship between
people, equipment and processes,”
explained Lee Wyatt, Glascoed’s
Facilities and Utilities Manager.
The five pillars of the TPM
strategy are:
• Autonomous Maintenance –
where operators take responsibility for
the basic running and maintenance of
their machine.
• Maintenance Process
Improvement – operators carry
out planned maintenance as per
manufacturer’s instructions to ensure
their machines stay fully capable
through its life cycle.
• Systematic Equipment
Improvement – operators identify
where losses occur and keep machines
running at optimal level.
• Training and Skill
Development – empowering
BAE Systems Airburst

ABOVE: NOBODY KNOWS
EQUIPMENT BETTER
THAN THE OPERATOR
WHO WORKS WITH IT
EVERY DAY

people to take responsibility for their
own area.
• Early Equipment
Management – ensuring all
stakeholders, especially operators and
maintainers are consulted at
an early stage and throughout the
project duration.
Glascoed is already performing
well in many of these areas. For
example, Maintenance Process
Improvement – the “drumbeat”
of the site – is already being carried
out to a high standard, having
risen from 60 per cent efficiency in
2009 to a current high of 98 per cent.

“Autonomous Maintenance is fairly
new as a concept at Glascoed since we
will now be entrusting the operator
with basic machine maintenance. It
is a very similar idea to owning and
running your own car,” Lee explained.
“With my car, I need to check the
oil regularly and replace it when
necessary. If there is a rattle, it is
better for me to investigate it
now before it becomes something
much worse.
“It is the same with equipment.
Nobody knows it better than the
operator who works with it every
day. They can tell when it requires
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“WE WILL NOW BE
ENTRUSTING THE
OPERATOR WITH
BASIC MACHINE
MAINTENANCE”
attention since they are skilled people,
capable of carrying out daily checks
and keeping the machines in good
working order. We are not asking them
to do specialised tasks, but to just take
ownership and feel accountable for
their area”.
Another key pillar, Systematic
Equipment Improvement, uses crossfunctional teams to find out where
losses are occurring. There are six
classic “losses”: equipment failures;
setup/changeover and adjustments;
idling and minor stoppages; defects
and rework; start-up losses and
reduced speed.
Implemented along with Early
Equipment Management – where
people who use the equipment are
consulted at the first stage to ensure
the right equipment is obtained – it
has the potential to dramatically
reduce waste.
Training and Skill Development
is also an important part of the new
strategy, since we are empowering
people to take responsibility for their
own areas.
“This business has to be sustainable
and Maintenance with a capital ‘M’
can lead Glascoed into achieving
world-class performance. We are
now starting to implement this
maintenance strategy across the
business, with regular meetings in
Washington and Radway Green,”
said Phil Simon, Operations Director,
Munitions.

RADWAY GREEN
GENERAL MANAGER
NIGEL MACVEAN SIGNS
THE ENERGY POLICY
FOR THE SITE

Radway leads on energy
management standard
Radway Green is the first site to pilot the ISO
50001 standard in Munitions and, during the
first half of 2013, has been putting in place the
necessary measures to ensure certification and
is preparing for internal verification from other
businesses within BAE Systems.
The standard is designed to assist
organisations in setting up systems and
processes to manage and improve their energy
efficiency, use and consumption. Munitions
places great focus on driving down energy costs
and this standard is just one tool to help meet
those targets.

At Radway Green, the site Energy
Management team, headed by Chris Horn,
has carried out extensive reviews of operating
practices and through cross functional
co-operation, has implemented the necessary
changes to incorporate energy management as
part of the “business as usual” approach.
“ISO 50001, coupled with the cultural
changes that Radway Green is making under
MASS transformation, should place us in a good
position to proactively manage our energy in
the coming years,” said Nigel MacVean, Site
General Manager.

Perfect Day for safety
Perfect Day training workshops
are the next phase of
improving our safety culture.
The training, currently being
rolled out to “hands-on” cell
leaders, is focused on what
would bring about a Perfect
Day at work.

The workshop is designed
to recognise the internal
factors that you can influence,
ensuring that we maintain and
improve our recent success,
while at the same time
guaranteeing that every
day working within Munitions

is “perfect”.
Group discussions are
guided by team leaders who
will lead their team into making
an action plan to be worked on
in the near future.
All training will be
completed by early next year.

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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Radway Green:
a showcase for
VIP visitors
Radway Green recently
hosted three highprofile visits.
Major-General Nick
Pope, Master-General of the
Ordnance, visited Radway
Green on 16 July where
he was hosted by Business
Development Director Paul
Fitch, Operations Director
Phil Simon, Transformation
Director John Moorby, Site
Manager Nigel McVean and
BAE Systems Army adviser
John Russell-Jones.
They reviewed the
ongoing transformation,
Munitions portfolio of
products and the business’
future product development
plans. The visit focused on
small arms ammunition
capabilities before taking
Major-General Pope on a
site tour. It was his first visit
to Radway Green and he
was very impressed
with the facility and the
people he met.
Before departing to meet
the Combat Vehicles (UK)
team at Telford, he shared

his views on the Army’s
future requirements and
how Munitions could best
align to deliver.
His visit followed that
of a team from the French
Direction Genérale de
l’Armement (DGA) and
Service Interarmées des
Munitions (SIMu) on 26
June. SIMu is a tri-service
logistics organisation and
will be responsible for the
forthcoming competitive
procurement of 5.56mm
M193 ammunition.
A competitive proposal
was submitted in July,
with a decision expected in
Q4 2013.
In March, more than
40 representatives from
15 NATO countries
visited the site. The
representatives were from
NATO’s Land Capability
Group Dismounted Soldier
Systems – Sub Group 1
(SG1) who held a conference
nearby in order to have the
opportunity to visit our new
£83m facilities.

THE FRENCH DELEGATION VISITING RADWAY GREEN
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DARREN BOOTH IN CONVERSATION WITH MAJOR-GENERAL NICK POPE

VISITORS FROM NATO REVIEWING THE STATE-OF-THE-ART MACHINERY IN THE NEW FACILITY
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Potential leaders enjoy networking
Washington
Help for Heroes

The latest Munitions Early
Career Forum workshop took
place at Washington on 17 July.
It was preceded by a
networking dinner with senior
management at a restaurant

behind Durham Cathedral.
Paul Johnson, HR Director,
commented: “The workshop
was an excellent opportunity to
engage with our potential
leaders of the future on a

Washington was proud to support
Armed Forces week in the run-up to
Armed Forces Day on 29 June.
This gave the site the
opportunity to raise awareness of
the contribution made to our
country by those who serve and
have served.
Sodexo provided excellent
support during the whole week by
price-matching the special menu
choice of the day. Events included
an Armed Forces-related quiz, an
Army-related word search, a “cake
and camouflage” sale and a Name
the Famous Faces quiz.
Simon Miller, General Manager,
said: “Thank you to everyone
who contributed to the events
and the raffle.
“Your support resulted in the
week being a huge success. We
managed to raise a total of £1,252
for Help for Heroes, a very worthy
and appropriate cause.”

specific business issue and to
give them time to interact.
“They then presented their
initial ideas and solutions,
which were thought provoking
and well received.”

WASHINGTON –
ATTENDEES AT
MECF WORKSHOP

Visitors given insight into Munitions
Over the last quarter, Glascoed
has received several VIPs, including
customers and directors from other
BAE Systems businesses.
In May, an Oman delegation
comprising members from their
Ministry of Defence had a capability
briefing and visited the 155mm shell
Filling, Assembling & Packing area,
105mm Charge Assembly facility and
the new Medium Calibre facility. A
second Oman delegation of officers
from the Royal Army of Oman
Ammunition Technical Officers
Course visited on 22May
“Both of these site visits were
hugely appreciated by the attendees
and it gave them a great insight into
ammunition manufacture,” said host
Kelvyn Grimes, Business Development
Manager, Munitions. “Thanks to
everyone involved in making these
visits such a success.”
Glascoed also hosted the latest

Connecting@Munitions event, part of
our Diversity and Inclusion initiatives,
on 16 May 2013.
The theme for the day was
“Networking” and to support the
theme, attendees were encouraged to
“Bring a Buddy” to the event. More
than 80 colleagues were in attendance.
Key speakers included Deborah

GLASCOED – IAN
ANDERTON, FOURTH
RIGHT, AND PAUL
JOHNSON, THIRD LEFT,
WELCOME HR COUNCIL
MEMBERS TO GLASCOED

Allen, Managing Director Corporate
Responsibility, BAE Systems, and
Judith Eastwood, VP Performance
Excellence, Land & Armaments..
Finally, on 11 July, members
of the global BAE Systems HR Council
held their quarterly meeting in
South Wales and took the opportunity
to visit Glascoed.

www.employeepublications-baesystems.com/airburst
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being recognised in feedback from
the numerous visitors who have
visited the facility in recent months,
as production is moved from C
Block to the new facility.
Also, as an example of our new
services-based approach, in
September Radway Green will be
welcoming 30 employees from
Military Industries Corporation
(MIC) in Saudi Arabia for shopfloorbased production training.
“This is a fantastic opportunity
for Radway Green to demonstrate
the capabilities we can offer in
supporting customers and partners
as well as helping to build stronger
bonds with MIC going forward,”
observed Nigel MacVean, Radway
Green GM.

The signing of the MASS
(Munitions Acquisition – the
Supply Solution) partnering
agreement between BAE Systems
and the UK MOD in 2008 set in
motion a £206m, five-year
transformation programme to
overhaul and modernise Munitions’
major sites. Many significant
changes have been completed
and the work continues.
01 Glascoed
Refurbishment on track
•Refurbishment of the main
Administration building at
Glascoed has now started and
demolition to the outside skin is
progressing well.
Work has also started on the
foundations for the new Atrium,
which will form the grand entrance
to the building, with an inlaid glass
floor display cabinet and glassfronted lift.
The new car park to the west of
the Joint Working Environment
building is approaching its final
stages and will accommodate about
60 vehicles, with new pedestrian
crossings for ease of access.
Environmental improvements
are also on track, with Group 1

04 Ridsdale Range
New firing butts

JOHNATHON MEIGH OPERATING
A NEW MACHINE AT RADWAY
GREEN
BOTTOM LEFT: THE NEW FORGE
AT WASHINGTON
BOTTOM RIGHT: A NEW
FIRING BUTT AT RIDSDALE
RANGE

landscaping and Group 5 East
landscaping/hydro seeding having
been completed.
02 Washington
New milestones
•Washington has recently achieved
several milestones, including

a record-breaking output on the
new forge of more than 600
shells in one day, completing the
requirement of 2,715 CTA tubes
one day ahead of schedule and
finishing the Joint Stand-off Weapon
(JSOW) contract ahead of schedule,
with 780 units produced on time
and to cost.
The forge continues to be make
progress on increasing output and
difficulties with 4.5 inch tooling
have been overcome. Following
completion of the last 2,000 4.5
inch shell cases, the plant will now
produce 105mm shell cases for
the rest of the year, targeting
2,200 per week.
Other improvements include
resolving snags in the paint plant in
partnership with the contractor
Eisenmann and ensuring the
effluent plant is back running in
automatic mode.
03 Radway Green
Making progress
• Our world-class facilities are now

BAE Systems Airburst

•Following the start of construction
in June 2012, two new firing butts
– one steel, one concrete – have
been installed and are operational
at Ridsdale Range.
The firing butts are used to
capture kinetic energy projectiles
and other shells that have been
fired during testing.
Mark Adams, Ridsdale’s
General Manager, said: “The
installation was a significant
project for us. It included
demolition of the existing butts,
and the construction work
included over 960 cubic metres
of concrete and 115 tonnes of
steel reinforcement bars.
“Some of the steel protection
plates are 150mm thick and
weighed 12 tonnes each.
“The new facility enables
Ridsdale to carry out a variety of
large-calibre firings once again.
Well done to everyone involved in
delivering this much needed
improved capability to the range.”

